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Lawrence Binyon’s poem was first 
published in The Times on the 
21st September 1914 and would 
go on to memorialise the national 
outpourings of grief at the soldiers 
lost during the years of the First 
World War. Over one hundred years 
on, his words continue to emotively 
echo the remembrance that takes 
place across the world. 

Ms Minton 
writes:

‘At the going down of the sun and in the 
morning, we will remember them.’

At Woldgate we too stood with many others across 

the country at 11am on Wednesday to recognise the 

great loss and sacrifice of millions of servicemen since 

the First World War.  It was a poignant moment as 

many Lower School pupils, for the first time, joined 

with us as a Woldgate community to remember those 

in Pocklington who have lost their lives but also those 

in our own family history who have fought in conflict.  

“Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn” 

and I believe this act of remembrance is very much part 

of the acts of value of character that we strive to instil 

in our pupils.  I was humbled by the respect shown in 

Lower School on Wednesday as we continue to honour 

the important tradition of remembrance.

Ms A Minton 
Head of Lower School
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Spotlight on:
English

Cont. Over

‘The best moments in 
reading are when you 
come across something 
– a thought, a feeling, a 
way of looking at things 
– that you’d thought 
special, particular to you.  
And here it is, set down by 
someone else, a person you’ve 
never met, maybe even someone long 
dead.’
The quotation referenced above is taken from Alan Bennett’s The History Boys.  The play focuses on a group of 

high ability boys who are preparing for an Oxford University entry interview.  As part of their preparations they are given 

‘general studies’ lessons on their timetable with the eccentric English master, Hector.  As the play develops we see the class 

of boys enjoying Mr Hector’s seemingly random ‘general studies’ lessons, despite the headmaster’s growing concerns that 

the lessons seem to have little to do with academic progress, the boys seem more than happy to go along with Hector’s 

preposterous plans in the hopes that his teachings will give them the edge on their private school competitors and provide 

them with a place at Oxford.  It is in one of these lessons where Hector shares with the boys the incredibly perceptive 

quotation I have chosen to begin this week’s ‘Spotlight On’ article with.

Reading for pleasure is incredibly important and beneficial for young people in many ways.  In a world bursting with 

electronic distractions, sitting engrossed in a good book allows us to relax and escape the worries of the day, it is almost like 

pressing the factory reset button in your head, this often enables us to approach problems with a new perspective and solve 

what may have seemed unsolvable.  However, as teachers of English we are passionate about delving into the deeper aspects 

of texts and going beyond simply enjoying them; it is often the case that most rewarding aspects of texts are when we 

investigate writers’ big ideas and try to fathom what they are saying about the world we live in or indeed the people we are.

Year 11 have certainly been engaging with some of the big concepts William Shakespeare explores in his tragedy Macbeth.  

When we read Act 1 Scene 1 of Shakespeare’s famous work it is easy to get wrapped up in the supernatural aspects 
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of the witches and the barren and stormy wastelands 

that they inhabit however when we think more deeply 

about what the witches symbolise we begin to see that 

Shakespeare is actually exploring aspects of human nature.  

If we view the witches as an embodiment of evil, it is 

Macbeth’s willingness to listen to their prediction for his 

future that creates his downfall.  In a sense Shakespeare is 

suggesting that we all have the ability to do bad however 

if we do not choose to listen to our ‘inner darkness’ then 

we will avoid a fateful doom unlike the protagonist within 

the play.  Shakespeare also goes on to explore other key 

ideas that we can apply to the world we live in such as the 

dangers of unchecked ambition or the idea that people are 

not always what they may first appear.  Often, we feel the 

most satisfied when we leave a text feeling we have grown 

as a person after having read it.

Writers do not only explore psychological ideas in their 

writing as Year 10 have recently been discovering.  JB 

Priestley’s An Inspector Calls focusses on the inequality in 

society pre-World War 1.  The play follows the questioning 

of the Birling family who are all in someway connected to 

the death of a poor working-class girl, Eva Smith.  Whilst the 

play may serve as an enjoyable ‘whodunnit’, it is the larger 

concepts Priestley explores that make it a fascinating part 

of the English literary cannon.  Written post-World War 2, 

Priestley had seen the way the war efforts had brought 

the country together, class barriers had been broken down 

in order to service the greater good.  He wanted to make 

sure society did not slip back into its old ways so he wrote 

his play depicting a poor working-class girl being taken 

advantage of in a pre-World War 1 setting.  The purpose of 

this was to make audiences reflect back on the way society 

used to behave and feel ashamed, meaning they would not 

revert back to their previously classist mindset.

The changes to curriculum a few years ago mean that only 

British writers are now studied during KS4 so we have 

taken the opportunity in KS3 to explore texts from other 

cultures.  Year 9 have been studying John Steinbeck’s 

classic novella Of Mice and Men.  Again, this text is so much 

more than simply an enjoyable story of two close friends 

adventuring around ‘dust-bowl’ era California.  It is a tale 

of extreme prejudice as Steinbeck explores aspects of 

race, gender, age and ability.  Curley’s Wife is an extremely 

interesting character students look into as she is written 

about from a male perspective.  She is never really given a 

fair chance due to the ‘male gaze’ utilised by Steinbeck to 

depict the character.  The author’s use of this method helps 

to highlight the gender-based injustices we see in the text.  

Ideas such as these are carried through into the 6th form as 

students studying A-Level English Literature apply a range 

of critical concepts to texts and explore them through many 

different lenses.

In other areas of KS3 year 8 students have been looking 

at a range of extracts taken from the work of Charles 

Dickens.  Similarly to the texts studied further up the 

school, Dickens provides readers with truly enjoyable 

narratives whilst at the same time touching on key topics 

from the society he was a part of.  Indeed, in the current 

situation we find ourselves in, ideas relating to poverty, 

hunger and homelessness do not seem too distant to the 

worlds Dickens presents to us in Oliver Twist, 

Cont. Over
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Great Expectations or A Christmas Carol.  Year 7 

have been stepping foot into the dark, sinister 

fantasy world of Coraline written by Neil Gaiman.  

On the face of it the text may appear to serve the 

primary function of entertainment, however with 

greater thought serious topics such as child abuse 

or neglect could be explored as part of a hidden 

sub-text.  Again, the more we think about texts at a 

deeper level, the more they will offer the reader.

Year 12 English Literature students have been 

studying Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman.  On 

the face of it, it would seem that the title of the play 

gives away a 

little too much 

to be enjoyable 

however the idea of 

fate is key to the text.  

We are presented with a 

character who cannot escape 

his fate because he is desperately 

trying to achieve ‘The American 

Dream’.  As a class we have evaluated the 

extent to which Miller presents ‘The American 

Dream’ as a damaging ideology, putting materialistic 

pressure on members of society forcing them into unsuitable 

and undesirable life styles.  We have also contemplated to what extent 

Miller’s ideas about American society in the 50’s translates over to British society 

today, worryingly we were in agreeance that the brand conscious social media worlds 

that exist on platforms such as Instagram would suggest British society shares many 

of the same characteristics as the ones Miller was writing about 70 years ago.

Students in Year 12 who have opted to take English Language are currently experiencing just how different the subject really 

is when compared to its GCSE counterpart.  Armed with an ever-growing armoury of linguistic analysis tools, students have 

been investigating a wide range of texts evaluating how the small choices writers make have a huge impact in the overall 

ideas they express in their work.  We have analysed the front cover of newspapers, letters written as part of the Suffragette 

movement, advertisements for ‘Insanity’ workouts with the aim of establishing what key meanings and representations 

these text producers want to convey to their audiences.  In Year 13 students have been working through the child language 

acquisition unit of work.  This is one of the most interesting units to deliver as we chart the development of children’s 

language use from birth through to the acquisition of literacy at ages 8 and 9.  There are many key terms and theories to 

learn but with frequent retrieval tasks to begin lessons students are able to re-visit new learning at short intervals to ensure 

that it ‘sticks’.

Despite the unignorable consequences of the Coronavirus pandemic I think things are moving forwards very positively in 

Woldgate’s English Department.  Stay safe and read a book!

Mr Johnson 
Director of Studies: English

“I’ve enjoyed moving up from English Language 
at GCSE to English Language at A-Level.  I’m 
finding studying things like discourse and 
graphology in much more depth than at GCSE 
very interesting, especially when we look and 
analyse texts to do with social issues.  For 
example the Covid-19 pandemic, Donald 
Trump or the suffrage movement.  It is harder, 
what with all the new terms we have to 
use and trying to get your head around 
things like sentence types and functions is 
challenging, but I enjoy coming to lessons 
and engaging with Mr Johnson and 
Ms Barker.  I am feeling confident 
with my choice and am enjoying 
it much more than GCSE 
English Language.”  
Sophie Hopwood Yr12
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Mr Johnson writes: 
I also wanted to highlight some superb A-Level English Language work. Joe Bent has written an impressive original 

coursework draft while Izzy Whiley has completed some forensic, sentence level analysis.

Brazil’s 7-1 loss to 
Germany was an 
unprecedented 
humiliation, but 
the Maracanazo 
of 1950 was a 
national tragedy.
We all know the ins and outs of 

Germany’s 7-1 dismantling of Brazil in 

the 2014 World Cup, the passiveness, 

the embarrassment, the dismay, it was 

quite sensational and I’d be surprised 

to see a battering on such a scale ever 

again but, believe it or not, a 2-1 loss to 

Uruguay in the 1950 World Cup broke 

the population more so than a 10-1 loss 

would’ve. Named after the Maracana 

stadium where the game was played, 

the Maracanzo’s repercussions can still 

be felt today, and in some force. 

Brazil were hot favourites for the 

1950 tournament, hosting the World’s 

biggest sporting event for the first 

time, and after the push of the 

Brazilian government, the winning 

their first World Cup was seen as a 

foregone conclusion. The country had 

long faced an identity crisis, and the 

government had hoped a football 

ignited unification could spark life 

into Brazil on a global scale. It seemed 

as though they were well on their 

way, scoring a total of 13 goals in 

their last 2 games before playing La 

Celeste in their final game. Headlines 

read ‘Champions of the World’ before 

a ball was kicked. It’s safe to say 

everyone was confident, as Uruguayan 

winger Alcides Ghiggia recalls “Their 

supporters were jumping for joy as if 

they’d already won the World Cup… 

Everyone was saying they’d thrash us 

three or four nil”. Confident may be 

too light a term. 

The game was proceeding as expected, 

with Brazil creating more chances 

and looking the more comfortable 

outfit and within two minutes of the 

start of the second half, the Seleção 

broke the deadlock, igniting wild 

celebrations from the 200,000 fans in 

the Maracana. Something then clicked 

for the Uruguayans, as their attitude 

flipped upon conceding the opener, 

“Our captain said ‘look lads, we’ve 

got to go for it’ and so we started to 

attack, attack, attack”, and in the 66th 

minute, Ghiggia played a ball into the 

box for Juan Alberto Schiaffino to 

equalise. The pressure mounted on 

the burdened Brazilians, failing to gain 

any foothold capable of pushing back 

the reignited Celeste forces and in the 

79th minute, with the World watching, 

Ghiggia poked home a snapshot at 

goalkeeper Barbosa’s near post and 

the ball trickled through him, knocking 

any stuffing left from the onlooking 

fans and players. “Three people have 

silenced the Maracana – Frank Sinatra, 

the Pope and me.”

Restaurants closed, the players 

went home dejected and a nation 

collectively wept. Headlines now read 

“Drama, Tragedy and Farce”. Juan 

Alberto Schiaffino said many years 

later that “It was the first time in my 

life I heard something that wasn’t 

noise”. Never has the phrase ‘the 

silence was deafening’ been more 

appropriate. Most tragically of all, it 

was reported that at least 

Cont. Over
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4 fans died during/after the match, 

one committing suicide and the three 

others from heart attacks.

The case of Moacir Barbosa is one that 

not only reveals just how much this 

game meant to the Brazilian people, 

but also the cultural response of 

the time and how much society has 

matured. Barbosa’s error has been 

scripted into the darkest pages of 

Brazilian folklore, with    the player 

only going on to make one more 

appearance for his country, not 

because of the reason many of the 

2014 squad will find themselves in 

(just not good enough) as Barbosa 

was voted the best goalkeeper of the 

tournament by watching journalists. 

This without mentioning his treatment 

in 1993, in which he wasn’t allowed to 

visit the Brazilian squad in a qualifier 

over fears of bringing bad luck to the 

squad. Barbosa ceremoniously burnt 

the goalposts of the Maracana in 1963, 

saying that the steak he cooked on 

that day’s barbecue were the best he’d 

ever had. “Under Brazilian law, the 

maximum sentence is 30 years. But my 

imprisonment has been for 50.” 

How does this all mount up in 

comparison to the calamity of 7-1? 

I could hear a case either way, and 

we may look back in 20 years or so 

and see Germany’s infliction in the 

very veins of Brazilian football and 

culture. There is no doubt losing 7-1 

was unprecedented, but saying a loss 

was out of the minds of the people 

of Brazil and the wider World is 

simply untrue. Missing their two best 

players, only edging past continental 

advisories Chile and Colombia even 

with said players, against a German 

side who hadn’t looked like losing all 

tournament. In comparison to the 

free scoring, all-conquering 1950 

side, who scored more goals against 

Sweden and Spain than Brazil did for 

the entire 2014 tournament (albeit, in 

a less defensively secure footballing 

era). The 2014 side were poked fun 

of, the 1950 side were witch-hunted. 

You’d think David Luiz and Maicon 

will be able to get a Caipirinha from a 

cocktail bar in Brazil without a mention 

of 7-1. Barbosa could only dream of 

such treatment. This is without even 

mentioning the literal lives lost in 1950 

due to the game. The Maracanazo will 

forever be Brazil’s defining football 

collapse.

Joseph Bent

Cont. Over
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Izzy Whiley writes:
The text is an online newspaper article regarding 

the 2020 American election. The audience will be 

people who are of a voting age who will want to 

have information to decide on who they should 

vote for, it could also include people who dislike 

President Trump and that are concerned he will 

be voted back into power. The mode is written, 

and the purpose of the article is to inform the 

population of how the president could be re-

elected and to encourage them to not vote for 

him. The complex sentence that begins the article, 

“Even under a normal president, the coronavirus 

pandemic would present real challenges to the 

2020 American election.”, creates the idea of 

an ongoing situation. The subordinate clause 

that begins the sentence could represent the 

government’s lack of support in dealing with 

the “challenge” the writer presents hence their 

concerned tone. The mention of the pandemic 

will be personal to all readers and unite them as 

the situation is current and still an issue. Through 

using the adverb “even” at the beginning of the 

first clause it presents the idea that the president 

is another problem adding to the coronavirus and 

voting issue and represents Trump in a negative 

light. This will help the writer achieve their purpose 

as it is negatively presenting the current president 

and will put people off wanting to re-elect him. 

There is also a semantic field of immoral 

behaviour that the writer uses to show the current 

government. For example, words such as, “steal”, “supress” and “purging”, creates negative imagery and suggests the 

president is not only ignoring the problem but adding to it and making the situation appear dangerous. The reader will be 

almost frightened as their right to vote seems to be threatened by a world pandemic and a president willing to “supress” 

people in order to win. Through doing this it places the writer in a position to console the reader and give them information 

to help them. This again will help the writer achieve their purpose as the reader will trust what they are saying and want to 

share their negative opinion of the president. 

The writer also uses compound sentences to present their view to the reader. In the text it states that, “frequently trying to 

supress the vote (especially minority votes), purging voter rolls, and implementing aggressive racially based gerrymanders.” 

This compound sentence lists the various ways the current party in power have affected voting in the past. The coordinating 

conjunction, “and” emphasises this list and presents it as never ending. This represents the Republican Party as quite 

deceitful and even unlawful in the election and will make the reader question whether they are the right choice for the 

upcoming election. The writer will have done this to help inform the reader of the facts that surround the Party’s values and 

to encourage the reader to vote against them, in the upcoming election, after presenting them in a negative light. 
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Media Studies 
pupils capture 
the beauty of 
the natural 
world. 
Mr Chapman wanted to share these 

stunning images captured by Year 9 

pupils, Lucy Johnson and Ellie Pratt.
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Year 7 Hallowe’en Writing Competition

Miss Crookes writes: 

I was most impressed by the quality of the entries for 
our Hallowe’en themed competition. 

Some extracts from the spine-chilling work is to be 
found below...................................... if you dare to read it!

THE ONCE GOLDEN KING
The chamber narrowed and in front them lay the mummified body of the once golden 

king. This was the pharaoh who had cursed anyone who disturbed his tomb. Grotesque 

greying bandages hung in tatters off the wraithlike body.  Scarab beetles scuttled over 

the rotting tatters. They crawled in and out of the body, they emerged from the eye 

sockets, they ran over his arms.  The pharaoh lay there.  Where the decaying cloth had 

rotted away a withered hand emerged. The grasping, wizened fingers seemed to beckon 

them onwards. For a moment they stood petrified, nobody spoke. Beads of sweat 

dripped down their bloodless, ashen faces.  They could feel their hearts racing, their legs 

trembled with awful fear and dread. Horrific sounds filled their ears with overwhelming 

pain. The terrified screams of agony from the former victims of the pharaoh filled their 

heads.

Harry Bishop

“

”
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THE BALLOON 
A shrill gasp brings me back down to 

earth and all my friends were stood up 

facing towards the tunnel. Smoke was 

infested in my clothes and my hair was 

all greasy but that was not important. As 

I arose from the ground a light flickered 

and a shadow stood in the pitch black. 

Its eyes were like burning hot embers 

and it face as white as snow. Like rabbits 

in headlights, we all stood frozen on the 

spot. Not one of us dared to talk, it was 

like our mouths had been zipped shut. 

As the dead like figure strutted towards 

us softly singing nursery songs, my mind 

begged me to move but my feet insisted 

to stay glued to the ground. It got closer 

and closer and closer, until eventually I 

was face to face with evil itself. 

Niamh Bryan

THE PLAYGROUND
The deeper into the park she went, the more isolated she felt. The fear engulfed her 

mind, she could hear the distant screams of delight that once filled the air. The sound of 

her footsteps had been muffled by a grainy, sandy, terrain. Movement in the sand caught 

her eye. Frozen she watched, horrified, as small fingers appeared to break the crusted 

surface of the dormant sandpit. Her heart beating through her chest in shock, all was 

she could do was watch as the fingers turned into a hand that scraped at the hard sand 

trying to drag itself into the world. Hearing movement again from the rusty swing, her 

eyes darted around the space in a panic as she caught sight of the auras of the lost souls. 

Doll-like faces with wisps of colour screaming with off pitched laughter.  The robotic 

movements of the arm continued to scramble frantically out of the sand pit. More 

movement revealed a dozen more, tiny fingers. 

Mia Wood

“

“
”

”

Graphics from vecteezy.com
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‘An Inspector Calls’ 
Mrs Thornton wanted to share some fantastic revision 
work from Jensen DeVries in Year 10. Working 
independently, Jensen has created some impressive 
character profiles with key quotes and lots of focus on 
the social context of the play.
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Important Notice
Humberside Police have asked schools in East Riding of Yorkshire,  
that we remind parents that the ‘bubbles’ created within school to 

protect children and colleagues, do not apply outside of school.

Children and adults are only allowed to meet one other person from 
another household outside, and this is for a specific reason such as 

exercise.

Those who breach the rules will be issued with fines; if under 18 the 
fines will be issued to parents.

School

If you or a member of your household needs to be tested for Covid-19, 
it is important to tell your child(ren’s) school immediately and keep 

them at home.

If you  or a member of your household receive a positive test result, 
please call your child(ren’s) school without delay and you will be 

advised as to the length of self-isolation for your child(ren).

If you  or a member of your household receive a negative test result, 
please call school immediately and they will advise you regarding your 

child’s return to school.
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Last half-term we looked at several exercises you could undertake with your child 
with regard to helping them understand knowledge and through different retention 
exercises commit this information to longer term memory.

Memory retention techniques are not new and as 

highlighted before half-term, they are critical to your child 

making expected or better progress at school. As parents, 

we’ll be aware of how much the curriculum has changes 

since we were at school. Parents though don’t need to be 

experts in every subject, for us, the simple truth is that 

we need to ensure our child is adopting approaches that 

support learning. 

It may for some children appear logical, that for learning 

to take place all we need to do is listen to the teacher or 

read information – unfortunately, although in the following 

lesson we maybe able to answers questions, learning 

by osmosis will only help us short term. For longer term 

memory we need to practice by doing or immediately use 

the information and continue to apply it. Our lesson structure and longer lessons aid this process. 

Teaching colleagues will ensure children apply 

Executive 
Headteacher’s Welcome

Cont. Over
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knowledge and seek to have them prove they understand through application. Concepts as part of a cyclic curriculum will be 

returned to later in the child’s study, as we use interleaving throughout our planning. Ultimately though, for children to be 

successful they need to do homework and then do additional work practicing what they have learned at home. 

Therefore, setting time aside each evening for study is important, rather than ‘have you done your homework’ consider 

ensuring they use the allocated time to complete work set, before starting methodically to review their books and to go 

back through learning practicing the sums, questions and skills, they’ve been taught in lesson. In addition, those retention 

techniques as shared, can help provide a tool to help us as a parent work with and support our child.

This week I’m very grateful for colleagues sharing the ‘Connection Wall’ from History. An opportunity if you’ve a few minutes 

to check your own long-term memory retention and also to use the template with your child – what is the topic and the 

relevant connections? Even just populating the boxes is an exercise in itself, identifying those factors of greater or lesser 

relevance.

Finally, I would like to thank parents for their support as colleagues continue to teach throughout the second lockdown. The 

guidance we are being given as a school has been adapted as we would not expect children to be meeting outside of school, 

attending external clubs or activities together and therefore, we’re able at the direction of national and regional agencies to 

track and trace more effectively in school, resulting in a more precise view and enabling the school to keep more children in 

the classroom safely. I do, therefore, hope that with lockdown the impact upon our children, colleagues and families, that the 

regional and national situation will improve sufficiently, for us to maintain education through this exceptional challenging 

time.

Do have a good weekend.

Mr Britton 
Executive Headteacher
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Key Dates

Autumn Term 2020

Wednesday 9 September 
– Friday 23 October

Monday 2 November 
– Friday 18 December

Spring Term 2021

Monday 4 January 
– Thursday 11 February

Monday 22 February 
– Friday 26 March

Summer Term 2021

Monday 12 April 
– Friday 28 May

Bank Holiday 
Monday 3 May 
(schools closed 
on this date)

Monday 7 June 
– Friday 23rd July.

Staff Training Days

Monday 7 September 2020

Tuesday 8 September 2020

Friday 12 February 2021

Monday 12 April 2021

Monday 26th July 2021

This week our community 
marked Remembrance 
Day with a minute’s 
silence.  It is an 
important opportunity to 
reconnect with the past 
and think about all of 
those who experienced 
the horrors of war and 
to those who never came 
back from the front line.

It is often all too close to home.  In 

Pocklington and its surrounding 

area, we are privileged to enjoy the 

tranquillity and beauty of the Wolds 

countryside and I often enjoy, during 

break and lunchtimes, watching 

the red kite hover over the school 

fields – or seeing a glider arch 

silently through a summer sky.   It 

is hard to imagine when looking at 

those calm skies, the roar of Halifax 

bombers from the 405 – and later 

the 102nd squadron - tearing across 

the skies from RAF Pocklington – the 

site of the current gliding club – or 

their comrades from RAF Home on 

Spalding Moor, or RAF Elvington.  

Those pilots faced very tangible 

danger as they flew out into the 

dark and unknown night after night.   

Among the pilots facing these terrors 

was John Blair and I was fascinated by 

a recent account of his career in the 

Pocklington Post.  A newly qualified 

teacher working in Kingston, Jamaica, 

John Blair was aged just 23 when he 

heard Winston Churchill speaking on 

the radio and - inspired to join the 

war effort - volunteered for RAF.  

Prior to the outbreak of the war 

this would not have been possible 

due to rules that blocked a wide 

range of ethnic groups from joining 

the armed forces but he joined the 

102nd in Pocklington 

Head 
of School
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alongside his countryman Lincoln Lynch (recipient of the 

1943 Air Gunner’s Trophy).  John Blair flew 33 missions 

from Pocklington, remaining in the air force for a further 18 

years after the war ended.  He was part of a team based in 

Pocklington made up of blue-uniformed people from across 

the English speaking world – from Canada, South Africa, 

America, and beyond who would step into the cockpit and 

launch forth into the dark.  

However, many airmen would not return.  The 102nd 

would suffer the third heaviest losses of any Bomber 

Command squadron during World War 2 – losing 192 aircraft 

altogether.  The records of the lost bombers are a solemn 

read: night after night a bomber colliding mid-air in combat, 

shown down, or lost.  Even for those on the home front, 

the war close to hand.  On Christmas Eve of 1944 a V1 Buzz 

Bomb –intended for Manchester – landed in Back Lane, 

Barmby Moor.  By sheer fortune, the bomb fell into a large 

gravel pit meaning that while 30 properties were damaged, 

there were no casualties or fatalities. Eighty years ago in 

November 1940, in the midst of World War 2, a bomb fell in 

Garth’s End, resulting in two civilian fatalities.  

Remembrance Day offers a welcome opportunity to reflect 

on the weight of history and to show our gratitude and 

respect for those who gave so much.  Standing in the silent 

corridor while over a thousand children mark that moment 

is a deeply powerful moment.

Congratulations this week go to Genevieve Fisher in 

Year 13, Flo Fitzpatrick in Year 12, Max Brown in Year 11, 

Oliver Hackner in Year 10, Malwina Rozanska in Year 9, Eve 

Donarskie and Adam Lilley in Year 8, and Hannah O Connell 

in Year 7.  They have all achieved the Head of School Award 

this week.

Mr G Davies 
Head of School
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Anti-Bullying Week happens in schools 
across England each November. This 
year’s Anti-Bullying Week has the theme 
Change Starts With Us and is happening 
from Monday 16th November - Friday 
20th November 2020.  

Safeguarding at 
Woldgate School

Anti-Bullying 
Week 2020

Mr Sloman 
writes:

Woldgate School is a warm, happy and caring place, and 

bullying in any form is not tolerated.  Throughout this week, 

I have been holding assemblies with all our pupils discussing 

bullying, and how any reported incidents are dealt with 

swiftly and effectively in school, and the range of support 

and help available.

Bullying is deliberate behaviour that:

• Is carried out by one or more people, against another 

specific person

• Is intended to make someone unhappy and/or feel bad 

about themselves

• Takes place over a period of time i.e. at least one week

Bullying can take many forms, but the most common 
examples are:

• Purposefully making someone feel bad or upset

• Calling people names

• Excluding people or ignoring them

• Threatening or intimidating people

• Physically hurting someone

• Damaging or stealing their property

• Spreading rumours about people

• Online bullying, which can include many of the above

Any pupil who feels that the behaviour of another pupil 

towards them might constitute bullying, must report this 

to a member of staff as soon as possible.  It is important to 

keep any evidence of actions or comments made and pass 

these on to your Care & Achievement Coordinator.  Any 

potential incidents reported are investigated and dealt with 

in line with our comprehensive and effective anti-bullying 

policy, and this can be found on our school website.

At Woldgate School, we pride ourselves on our close, caring 

school community.  Pupils treat each other with respect, 

and the staff know each and every pupil.  If you or child 

do have any concerns, please do encourage your child to 

speak to any member of staff, particularly their Care & 

Achievement Coordinator.  Alternatively, please do contact 

us if you would like to discuss matters in more detail.

Mr L Sloman 
Deputy Headteacher 
Head of Care and Achievement
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The families watching were happy with the great 

sportsmanship shown by the boys, even with a succession 

of late tackles by the home team, who resorted to any 

means to stop them.  The ‘Man of the Match’ award went to 

George, for his great goal, as well as, his run which resulted 

in a harsh challenge which gave Barmby Moor a penalty!

The team trains every Thursday at 6pm and are looking 

forward to hosting Monk Fryston on their very own full-size 

pitch!  Mrs Wright and I are looking forward to watching the 

team play again and to see their dedication and great skills 

on the pitch.  We would like to thank Mrs Shepherdson for 

sending us the match report and for keeping us informed 

about the upcoming games. 

On behalf of the Upper School Team and all at Woldgate, we 

congratulate you. 

Mrs I Atkinson 
Head of Upper School

I am always happy to 
hear about the full and 
productive lives our pupils 

lead outside of school and 
wherever possible, I will try 

and attend their sporting events to see 
them in action. The match report below 
comes from a parent who wanted to 
share the team’s success

Our Year 11 boys who play for the Barmby Moor Team had a 

decent performance a few weeks ago on a tiny pitch, which 

was a bit of a leveller!  The first-half goals came from Kyle, 

Lewis and Callum; they had made it to 3-0 at half-time.  The 

great run continued when George scored the 4th goal after 

having received Achie’s inch-perfect ball cross.  The home 

team, Monk Fryston then scored a late goal which served as 

a great consolation. 

Mrs Atkinson writes:

Monk Fryston 1 - Barmby Moor 4
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It is always amazing to learn about the many varied and wonderful 
courses and careers our Sixth Form students go on to do when they 

leave us at the end of Year 13. I am always so proud of their achievements, 
and this year perhaps more so than ever, as our students have overcome so much to 
achieve their goals. This week I would like to share with you the destinations of our 
2020 Year 13 students. A huge well done to them all!

Mrs Lawson 
Head of Sixth Form

Mrs Lawson writes:

Aberystwyth University Mathematics

Barclays Bank  Banking Apprenticeship

Sheffield Hallam University Primary Education (5-11) with QTS

Newcastle University Chemistry

Sheffield Hallam University Physics

Loughborough University Physics (with placement year)

University of Hull Law

Liverpool John Moores University Sport and Exercise Science

Newcastle University International Business Management with Placement

University of Leicester Physiotherapy with Foundation Year

Queen Mary University of London English

Cont. Over
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University of Chester Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Studies

Northumbria University, Newcastle Finance and Investment Management

Northumbria University, Newcastle Architecture and Built Environment Foundation Year

Northumbria University, Newcastle Design for Industry

York St John University Fashion Marketing

Durham University Business and Management with Placement Year

Loughborough University Physics (with placement year)

Northumbria University, Newcastle Sociology

Hull York Medical School Medicine

University of Manchester Physics

University of Lincoln Film & Television Studies

University of Huddersfield Music

University of Leeds Food Science and Nutrition

University of Chester Musical Theatre Performance

Newcastle University Chemistry with Medicinal Chemistry (MChem)

York St John University Criminology

University of Leeds Midwifery
Cont. Over
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Northumbria University, Newcastle International Relations and Politics

University of Central Lancashire Acting

Loughborough University Mechanical Engineering

York St John University Art

University of Glasgow Sociology/Social and Public Policy (SocSci)

University of York Theatre: Writing, Directing and Performance

York St John University Law

Durham University Ancient, Medieval and Modern History

Newcastle University Psychology

University of Manchester Physics with an Integrated Foundation Year

Northumbria University, Newcastle Business and Management Foundation Year

Northumbria University, Newcastle Psychology with Criminology

Manchester Metropolitan University Forensic Psychology

Northumbria University, Newcastle Design Foundation Year

University of Leeds Architectural Engineering

Newcastle University Marketing and Management
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York St John University Sport and Exercise Science with Integrated Masters

University of Lincoln Chemistry for Drug Discovery and Development

University of Lincoln History

University of Bath Criminology

Northumbria University, Newcastle Film and Television Studies

Newcastle University Law

University of York Archaeology

Newcastle University Physics

Newcastle University Mechanical Engineering

University of York Bioarchaeology

University of South Wales Television & Film Set Design

York St John University Acting

University of York Physics

Newcastle University Psychology

University of Hull Physics with Astrophysics

Northumbria University, Newcastle Applied Sport and Exercise Science
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Each pupil deals with their insulin injections and food 

regulation in a different way, but Isabel in Year 8 

commented that having Type 1 Diabetes ‘Isn’t going to stop 

me from doing what I want to do’  and ‘I know it’s a pain, but 

also I know I need to do it to stay healthy’.  Considering their 

calorie intake and adjusting their insulin levels seems a very 

complicated procedure to an outsider, but one pupil said: 

‘I can still have my favourite food, I just have to think and 

inject before I eat it.’

We are grateful to have the support of the Diabetic Nursing 

Team and a member of the SEND Team who undertook 

extensive training during the summer term in order to 

understand the condition and be able to support our pupils.  

Woldgate School have even been nominated by a parent for 

a Good Diabetes School Care Award.

Diabetes can have a devastating effect, especially when it 

is a young person who receives the diagnosis, however we 

would like to congratulate our pupils who manage their 

condition so well, they are a credit to themselves, their 

families and the school.

Mrs S Geary 
Head of Inclusion

World Diabetes Day is 
every year on November 

14 and was first created 
in 1991 by the International 

Diabetes Foundation and the World 
Health Organization. Diabetes is a 
chronic disease where the pancreas 
doesn’t produce enough insulin, if any 
at all. It can also lead to serious health 
conditions and, only Type 1 Diabetes, 
can be preventable.

Diabetes is considered to have been around since 1550 

BC. However, it wasn’t until the experiments of Frederick 

Banting, a scientist from Canada that huge developments 

were made to the lives of Diabetes sufferers.  Banting, 

with aid from his assistant, Charles Best, worked out how 

to extract insulin from animals and carried out the first 

injections of insulin. 

We have a number of pupils in school at the moment who 

have been diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes.  They are 

wonderful pupils, with positive attitudes and a mature way 

of dealing with their condition.  

Mrs Geary writes:
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Care and Achievement 
Coordinators

Year 7
Mrs S Clark

07790 987139

sclark@woldgate.net

Year 10
Miss S Black

07790 987142

sblack@woldgate.net

Year 8
Miss G Parkin

07790 987137

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 11
Mrs C Wright

07790 987007

cwright@woldgate.net

Year 9
Mr M Elwers

07790 987131

melwers@woldgate.net

Sixth Form
Mrs R Bourne

07790 987009

rbourne@woldgate.net
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